
FROM THE HORSE’S MOUTH 
A VIRTUAL TOUR OF THE CHELTENHAM 
GOLD CUP COURSE

We’ve started the final lap of the Cheltenham Gold Cup which means we’ve 
already done a lap and a bit.

We’re at one of the highest points on the course having gone past the grandstand 
and turned out into the country. We’ve jumped 12 fences so there’s 10 to go. 

Fence 13

Coming off the hill we’re travelling at about 34 miles per hour as we 
approach the 13th fence. It’s got two orange rails across it and that means 
it’s a plain fence. I like to get a good view of this one because we’re 
travelling downhill and the momentum that gives you can easily throw your 
jockey if you get the landing wrong.

Fence 14

Best to let the hill do some of the work here - freewheel a bit and pick up 
the pace as we level off  on the approach to the water jump. You definitely 
don’t want to jump too early or you’ll end up with your hind legs in the 
water and lose speed. A mistake down this part of the course can cost you 
the race!

Fence 15

It’s about a furlong, that’s 220 yards in old money or just over 200 metres, 
to the 15th fence. This one’s got one large rail and that means it’s an open 
ditch which is a fence with a ditch in front of it. Except this one doesn’t 
actually have a ditch – just a large takeoff board that sits about a metre in 
front of the fence.

You want to get nice and close to this one – no more than a metre before takeoff. You have to be careful 
– you don’t want your jockey hanging over your head here!

Fence 16

By now the fittest horses should be going well and the rest will be starting 
to drop away. You need to be in a good position. If you’ve fallen behind the 
leaders it’s going to be really difficult to catch them from here, especially as 
this is the last of the level ground with another steep climb coming up.

16 has two rails - a guard rail and a takeoff rail so it’s a plain fence.

These fences are all made from birch sticks with a green apron across the front, which is actually made 
from plastic. The rails are wood. All the fences stand 4 feet 6 inches high except for the water jump 
– that’s a bit lower.
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Fence 17

Over 16 and almost straight away you notice the bend tightening. Best 
position here is a couple of horse widths off the rail to give you room to get 
a good straight angle at 17. We’re starting to climb and everyone’s feeling 
the pace now – still a mile to go!

This one’s an open ditch so how many rails has it got? Just making sure 
you’re paying attention. And jump it nice and close, that’s right.

Fence 18

There’s a steep climb up to 18 – this is the highest point on the course! I try 
not to jump this one on the inside as there’s a slight dip on landing and it 
can catch you out. Phew! Once you’re over if you’re in a good position it’s 
best to grab a breather and coast for about ten strides ‘cause then it’s into 
the business end of the race! You really need to be in the leading bunch 
which might be down to 3 or 4 horses by now.

Fence 19

Going to 19 we come to the sharpest bend on the course.

They’re all plain fences from here – if only it was all plain sailing but there’s 
work to be done. This is why the Gold Cup is so popular – it really is a test 
of stamina and skill. 19 can be tricky – the course dips down and it’s fast 
running – about 34 miles per hour. Now that’s not much slower than flat 

races over half the distance! The approach is downhill but the fence is on the level. 

Fence 20

So we’ve recharged our lungs and now we’re going flat out for the finish. It’s 
downhill again now. Fence 20 is on level ground but the approach is quick. 
After fence 20 there’s one more dip – it’s the lowest part of the course, 
about 30 metres lower than the highest point. Imagine 3 houses stood on 
top of each other and you get the idea.

We take the final bend and then it’s the big long climb up the home straight to the finish, with a couple 
more fences of course. Blimey, I’m really feeling it now! I think my jockey ate all the pies.
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Fence 21

There’s a long run from 20 to 21 as we climb the first part of the hill. If 
you’re in contention here you really know it ‘cause you don’t so much hear 
the crowd as feel them. The noise literally vibrates through you. Your ears 
prick up and you give it all you’ve got!

Last fence

Coming to the last fence that’s all you think about and it doesn’t have to 
look pretty! Just get over it and try to keep your momentum going. I like to 
be near the rails on the run in ‘cause we’re all really tired and they help you 
to stay straight. There’s still a furlong to run at this point and it’s all uphill.

The noise coming to the finish is just incredible – 65,000 people shouting 
and cheering – it’s like a tunnel of sound that gets narrower and narrower – amazing!

But you have to keep going for the whole 3 miles 2 and a half furlongs. There’s been some real close 
finishes in the Gold Cup - Desert Orchid’s triumph in ‘89 was a classic as was Best Mate’s victory in 2004 
– so after all the hard work you really don’t want to get caught on the line.

Phew! Made it!!


